
Get Ready for Jaw-Dropping Tales of the
Extraordinary Scavenger at the University of
Chicago

The mysterious scavenger hunt at the University of Chicago has gained
legendary status over the years, captivating participants with its mind-boggling
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challenges and unbelievable tales of triumph and adventure. This article dives
into the thrilling world of the University of Chicago's extraordinary scavenger hunt,
exploring its history, jaw-dropping stories, and the amazing individuals who have
pushed their limits to conquer this unforgettable event.

An Unforgettable Tradition

For over five decades, the University of Chicago has hosted an annual scavenger
hunt that goes far beyond the typical search for everyday objects. This
extraordinary event has become an essential part of the university's culture and
sparks ingenuity, teamwork, and creativity among its participants.
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A Glimpse into the Past

Throughout its rich history, the University of Chicago scavenger hunt has
challenged its participants with a plethora of outrageous tasks. From procuring
rare artifacts to constructing elaborate sculptures out of unconventional materials,
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the hunt has pushed individuals to the limits of their imagination and
resourcefulness.

The Most Notorious Challenges

One unforgettable challenge involved a team having to set up a buffalo in a
professor's office overnight without causing any damage. Another year,
participants built a fully functional roller coaster on the university's quad, stunning
everyone with their engineering prowess. These are just glimpses into the
unbelievable tasks that keep participants returning year after year.

Tales of Extraordinary Individuals

The scavenger hunt has attracted a diverse range of individuals, each with their
unique skills and passions. From math prodigies to art enthusiasts, the
participants' backgrounds only enhance the awe-inspiring nature of their
accomplishments. The University of Chicago's extraordinary event reveals that
greatness can be found in the most unexpected places.

A Visionary Architect

Meet Sarah, a seemingly ordinary architecture student with a deep love for
puzzles and riddles. Her team's winning project involved constructing an entire
castle using only recycled materials found within a 50-mile radius. Sarah's
incredible attention to detail and innovative thinking earned her team both the
admiration of their peers and the coveted scavenger hunt trophy.

The Scientific Wonder

John, a talented physics major, utilized his knowledge of optics and mechanics to
create a fully functional time-traveling device as part of his team's challenge. The
creation took the university's scavenger hunt to new heights, pushing the
boundaries of what was thought possible. John's remarkable invention earned



him recognition worldwide and opened doors to groundbreaking research
opportunities.

Join the Adventure!

The University of Chicago's extraordinary scavenger hunt is not just an event; it's
an experience that leaves an indelible mark on those who dare to participate. If
you're seeking a thrill like no other, prepare to be captivated by the astonishing
tales and breathtaking accomplishments of the hunt's participants.

Are you ready to step into the world of extraordinary challenges, limitless
creativity, and unimaginable adventure? Join the University of Chicago scavenger
hunt and become part of the legendary history that continues to astound
spectators around the world.

The University of Chicago's extraordinary scavenger hunt is an unparalleled
event that pushes the boundaries of human potential. Through its mind-bending
challenges and jaw-dropping stories, this annual tradition continues to inspire
awe and amazement among students, faculty, and spectators alike. Don't miss
your chance to become a part of this legendary event that has carved a unique
space in the annals of university tradition.
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Item #176: A fire drill. No, not an exercise in which occupants of a building
practice leaving the building safely. A drill which safely emits a bit of fire, the
approximate shape and size of a drill bit.

 

Item #74: Enter a lecture class in street clothes. Receive loud phone call. Shout “I
NEED TO GO, THE CITY NEEDS ME!” Remove street clothes to reveal
superhero apparel. Run out for the good of the land.

 

Item #293: Hypnotizing a chicken seems easy, but if the Wikipedia article on the
practice is to be believed, debate on the optimal method is heated. Do some trials
on a real chicken and submit a report . . . for science of course.

 

Item #234: A walking, working, people-powered but preferably wind-powered
Strandbeest.

 

Item #188: Fattest cat. Points per pound.

 

The University of Chicago’s annual Scavenger Hunt (or “Scav”) is one of the most
storied college traditions in America. Every year, teams of hundreds of
competitors scramble over four days to complete roughly 350 challenges. The
tasks range from moments of silliness to 1,000-mile road trips, and they call on



participants to fully embrace the absurd. For students it is a rite of passage, and
for the surrounding community it is a chance to glimpse the lighter side of a
notoriously serious university.

We Made Uranium! shares the stories behind Scav, told by participants and
judges from the hunt’s more than thirty-year history. The twenty-three essays
range from the shockingly successful (a genuine, if minuscule, nuclear reaction
created in a dorm room) to the endearing failures (it’s hard to build a carwash for
a train), and all the chicken hypnotisms and permanent tattoos in between. Taken
together, they show how a scavenger hunt once meant for blowing off steam
before finals has grown into one of the most outrageous annual traditions at any
university. The tales told here are absurd, uplifting, hilarious, and thought-
provoking—and they are all one hundred percent true.
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